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Safeguard your business with continuous driver monitoring

A fleet manager’s vigilance doesn’t end after the driver is hired.

• Violations can happen any time, on or off the clock, and commercial driver’s license (CDL) 
data may not account for violations occurring on personal time.

• Motor vehicle report (MVR) orders are only required once a year, but your timelines for 
exposure don’t need to be that broad. 

 
Driver risk management tools from Verisk can help you not only receive real-time updates 
on violations or incidents involving your drivers, but also aggregate that data into fleetwide 
insights.

Proactively manage reviews and timelines with 
DriverAdvisor® Monitoring 

DriverAdvisor® Monitoring alerts you to any new activity reported on monitored drivers’ 
records and automatically orders the MVRs you need, helping reduce your risk period  
from 12 months to just one.

With alerts from DriverAdvisor Monitoring, you learn of MVR changes more quickly, so you can  
take appropriate actions to reduce potential liability exposure before it causes real problems.

Don’t let unknown driving violations and changes in license status  
between review periods have detrimental effects on your business.
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Activity Missed Activity Missed

JuneApril January
During annual review, employer discovers drivers A and B had activity on  
their MVRs in April and June but was unaware and could take no action.

Without DriverAdvisor Monitoring

January JuneApril January
No MVR changes for drivers  
C and D. Review next January.

Activity reported on MVR. 
Issues can be addressed. 
Review period reset to June.

Activity reported on MVR. 
Issues can be addressed. 
Review period reset to April.

With DriverAdvisor Monitoring
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Track trends across your fleet from one dashboard

Our paperless DriverSafe® Plus tool analyzes MVR data in minutes—even for thousands of 
drivers—compiling a dashboard of critical MVR metrics across your accounts and locations. 

Dynamic filtering options also help you to:

• Evaluate enterprise-wide driver performance
• Compare drivers by region or other key driver group attributes
• See detailed information on individual accounts or drivers
• Order one, dozens, or even hundreds of MVRs in seconds
 
DriverSafe Plus can also help you understand your changing risk profile with:

• Side-by-side comparisons of drivers’ recent and previous MVRs, with changes highlighted
• Display of your company’s custom violation scoring 
• Monthly executive summary reports of your risk analysis data, archived automatically

DriverSafe score
• Your fleet classified with your scored risk scale
• Drivers in each classification band
• Details on individual drivers
• Violation library on individual drivers 

License expiration
• Drivers with expired licenses or number of days 

 until expiration 

Driver’s last MVR
• During the past months or year — or never 

Medical certificate expiration
• Number of days until expiration 

Driver monitoring
• Drivers by state license status
• Active and suspended/revoked licenses
 
License status
• Active and suspended/revoked licenses 

*Additional data, including license type, driver age, tenure, and body mass index (BMI) available

DriverSafe Plus Interactive Reporting

See at a glance the driver information you need, and drill down 
to the critical details for effective management of your fleet.  
Features include:
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Quick, efficient, adverse action notice 
compliance

Our compliance department has extensive experience 
guiding customers in the use of our services. We’re ready 
to help as you learn about your compliance obligations 
under the Fair Credit Reporting Act (FCRA), the Driver 
Privacy Protection Act (DPPA), and other requirements 
regarding the use of consumer reports.

Solutions for the employee life cycle

Our transportation employment screening services can 
help employers and fleet managers evaluate risk and 
manage their workforces efficiently and confidently from 
before drivers are hired and throughout their tenure. 
Additional reports to support your business include:

• Individual county criminal searches
• Statewide criminal reports
• Social security number (SSN) verification/trace reports
• Sex offender search 
• Government sanctions reports 
• Employment verification 
• Department of transportation (DOT) employment 

verification
• Education verification
• Adverse action notices
• Medicare/Medicaid sanctions searches 

http://www.verisk.com/driver-risk-management

